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WASHINGTON, DC — JLAN Solutions LLC, (JLAN), a premier provider of comprehensive training services, 
received a $2.7 million contract award for Acquisition Training Services from the United States Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA).

Via this award, JLAN and its partners will provide FAA acquisition professionals with customized training solutions 
to develop and enhance the contracting, program management and critical thinking knowledge and skills required 
to successfully facilitate large and complex acquisitions.  

JLAN’s full range of comprehensive training and development solutions will help FAA’s Acquisition Workforce 
develop accurate requirements and associated documentation for complex acquisitions, establish relevant 
evaluation factors, evaluate offers, and award and administer sophisticated, performance-based contracts.

This contract award helps to meet the goals of the Program Management Improvement Accountability Act (PMIAA) 
to improve program and project management practices within the Federal Government, as well as the President’s 
Management Agenda of ensuring taxpayer dollars are providing critical Federal services to citizens efficiently and 
cost-effectively.

As the government makes major changes to the Federal procurement landscape through category management, 
JLAN’s curriculum covers multiple government-wide initiatives that are transforming the Federal acquisition space, 
as well as best practices for collaboration between the Federal acquisition community and industry.

JLAN’s President and CEO Ronnette Meyers shares that, “JLAN is proud to have served the FAA for the last nine 
years.  We are honored to expand our relationship by delivering acquisition training, tools, products and services 
tailored to Federal acquisition professionals who are responsible for mission-critical spending.” 

About JLAN Solutions: 
Founded in 2010, JLAN is headquartered in the Washington, DC Golden Triangle business district.  JLAN partners 
with government and commercial clients to design and deliver creative, tailored, flexible, value-based and 
comprehensive training solutions, from conception to execution, to boost our customers’ efficiency, productivity, 
and resiliency.   Leveraging deep roots in program/project management and information technology, JLAN’s multi-
disciplinary team pioneers analytics and best practices that enhance productivity, decrease costs and ensure that 
organizations reach and sustain their strategic goals.

Visit us at www.jlansolutions.com 


